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Abstract
The DC and RF performance of 30nm gate length enhancement mode (E-mode)
AlGaN/AlN/GaN High electron mobility transistor (HEMT) on SiC substrate with heavily
doped source and drain region have investigated using Synopsys TCAD tool drift diffusion
model at room temperature. The proposed device features are recessed T - gate structure,
InGaN back barrier and Si3N4 passivated device surface. The HEMT exhibits a maximum
of 1680
/
, current
drain current density of 2.1 /
, transconductance
gain cut-off frequency frequency of 220
and power gain cut-off frequency
of
245
. At room temperature the measured carrier mobility
, sheet charge carrier
density
and breakdown voltage are 1400
/
), 1.6 10
) and 14
respectively. The excellent DC and microwave performance of the proposed HEMT is
promising candidate for future high power RF applications.
Keywords: HEMT, back-barrier, recessed gate, cut-off frequency, regrown ohmic contact
and short channel effects.
1. Introduction
The preeminent physical property of
such as larger band gap 3.44
,
breakdown field 3.3 10 /
, higher saturation velocity 2.7 10
/ , good
thermal conductivity 1.95
and higher mobility
2000
200
/
[1-2] has captivated the raptness attentions to develop high power with
high frequency very large scale integration (VLSI) circuits for next generation RF
applications such as high power amplifiers for space research, remote sensing, imaging
systems and low noise wide bandwidth amplifiers design. In the last two decade’s several
research progresses have been made to improve the DC and Microwave characteristics of
GaN based HEMT [3-22]. The current gain cut-off frequency (
, power gain cut-off
frequency (
and breakdown voltage ( ) of the HEMT are important parameters for
*
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RF and mixed signal applications. Several progress has been made to improve the cut-off
frequency of the GaN based HEMT such as InAlN/AlGaN/AlN as top barrier,
InGaN/AlGaN back barrier, regrown ohmic contacts and device surface passivation [3-14].
However the breakdown voltage of the device is deteriorated when the device is scaling
down below 50 nm gate length. Breakdown voltage is an essential parameter for high
power applications. The higher breakdown field of GaN is the motivation for designing GaN
based power amplifiers monolithic microwave integrated circuits for Sub-millimeter wave
applications. Smaller breakdown voltages limit the high power RF operation of the device.
In addition to that higher
is required for high power amplifiers design. To enhance the
of the HEMT, proper device design is necessary in order to minimize the gate
resistance (Rg), drain conductance (gd) and gate-drain capacitance (Cgd), which will reduce
the parasitic time delay of the device so that fT and
of GaN based HEMT are
improved significantly.
To improve the high frequency operation of the device the gate length (Lg) must be reduced
for lower transit time of electrons. For the gate length below 50 nm device needs a thinner
barrier layer to maintain the good aspect ratio Lg/d (gate length - gate to channel separation
distance). Higher the aspect ratio results in suppressed drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL)
[13].
A 80 nm gate length AlGaN/GaN HEMT on Si manifested a maximum /
of
176/70 GHz [1]. The SiN passivated 100 nm gate length conventional rectangular gate
AlGaN/GaN HEMT demonstrated a fmax 118 GHz [2] and also the minimum noise figure
is demonstrated in [11] by using SiN passivation. T gate AlGaN/GaN HEMT with 0.14
gate length had shown a power gain cut-off frequency of 35 GHz [3]. 100nm gate length
of 153/198 GHz [4]. The
AlGaN/GaN HEMT with InGaN back barrier obtained /
heavily doped source/drain region n+ GaN regrown ohmic contacts with 50 nm T gate
InAlN/GaN HEMTs on SiC demonstrated /
of 141/232 GHz[10]. High on/off current
ratio is achieved by 50 nm gate length InAlN/GaN HEMT with SiN passivation [9]. With
the improved transconductance and suppression of current collapses is demonstrated by
using recessed gate AlGaN/GaN and also the short channel effect is reduced in greater
extent [13]. The improved breakdown voltage of the AlGaN/GaN HEMT had shown by
using AlGaN back barrier [14]. The enhanced carrier confinement, higher mobility
/
, improved sheet resistance
of 420 [ohm/Sqr] with reduced buffer
1300
leakage is demonstrated by using 3nm InGaN back barrier in [20].
In this article, we have proposed and investigated the DC and RF characteristics of a
novel 30 nm heavily doped (n+ GaN) regrown ohmic source/drain regions with recessed Tgate AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT. To obtain the superior carrier confinement in 2DEG with
enhanced carrier mobility,
is used as back barrier in our model. The
.
.
parasitic gate capacitances are majorly suppressed by SiN passivation layer. The higher
aspect ratio is maintained (Lg/d) by recessed gate structure to effectively reduce the short
channel effects. The proposed novel Lg=30 nm AlGaN/GaN HEMT device shows an
excellent improvement in DC and RF characteristics. The peak drain current density
of
2.1 [A/mm],
of 1680 [mS/mm], and /
of 220/245 GHz are recorded. The
observed off-state breakdown voltage of the device is 14V. The gate leakage current and
SCEs are majorly suppressed and improved on/off ratio is achieved. These high DC and RF
performances of the HEMT are obtained because of extreme reduction in the device
parasitic resistances and capacitances.
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2. Device structure and Bandgap diagram:
The vertical cross section of
/
/
device structure is depicted
in Fig.1. The device consists of 3
substrate to achieve good thermal
stability,1450
Fe doped GaN buffer layer, which isolates the channel from the substrate
defects, 3.5
back barrier layer, which helps to confine more electron in the
channel due to its effective conduction band notch at the interface with
channel and
/
). Moreover
also it contributed for higher carrier mobility in the 2
(~1500
the buffer leakage current is suppressed by the
back barrier. The channel region is
defined by 30
and 10 nm
is used as the top barrier layer. A very thin
.
.
1
spacer layer is placed between the barrier and channel which improves the
electron mobility in the 2
by reducing the interface roughness and alloy disorder
scattering at the interface of
/
. The source and drain regions are formed by
heavily doped
50
with in the order of ~7 10
to minimize the contact
resistances. The source and drain ohmic contacts are designed by using / /
metal
stack and shaped recessed gate is formed by / metal stack. T-gate structure having
the head size of 400
, stem height of 140
with 20
footprint is designed, which
liftoff wide cross sectional gate area with smaller gate length, and schottky contact is formed
by / / metal stack . The drain to source separation is kept at 140
. In order to
reduce the parasitic capacitances of the device, finally the device surface is fully passivated
by 25
layer, which greatly helped for achieving higher cut-off frequencies and to
avoid the current collapses.

Fig.1: (.a) AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT with InGaN back –barrier, (b) Conduction band offset.

The conduction band offset diagram of AlGaN/AlN/GaN/InGaN is depicted in
Fig.1.b.Due to the induced piezoelectric polarization between InGaN and GaN, there will be
a sharp raised potential barrier is formed at the back of 2DEG channel. Such a sharp notch
helps to confine the electron in a better manner in the channel region and also it mitigates
the buffer leakage current. A very thin 1 nm wide band gap (6.01 eV) AlN spacer is placed
between barrier and channel to offer large effective conduction band offset and also it helps
to reduce the gate leakage current.
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3. Results and Discussion
Fig.2. shows the sheet charge carrier density, mobility and sheet resistance
dependency on Al content in AlxGa(1-x)N barrier layer [4]. Higher the Al content of barrier
layer gives better sheet charge density but the mobility of the carriers is decreasing. In this
work, a 10 nm
barrier layer with InGaN back barrier offered a sheet carrier
.
.
density of 1.6 10
and the observed mobility of electron in the 2DEG from the
/
. The back barrier layer greatly helped to
device structure simulation is 1450
confine the electron in 2DEG region in better manner and enhanced the sheet charge density.

Fig.2: Sheet charge density, mobility, sheet resistance dependency on Al content in AlxGa(1-x)N
Barrier layer [2].

Fig.3. shows the –
characteristics of
30
and
2 27
/
/
. The simulation result gives a supreme drain current of
2 and the device is pinched off perfectly at
0 . The extracted
2.1 /
at
very low on resistance
of the device for
2 is 0.27
. This higher
current density is achieved mainly because of the enhanced mobility with greater sheet
charge carrier density in 2
channel. The
back barrier notch helps to provide the
better confinement of charge carrier in channel and also it suppressed the buffer leakage
current in the device. A 14 off state breakdown voltage is obtained from the breakdown
characteristics Fig.4.
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Fig.3: V-I Characteristics of

= 30 nm and

2 27

E-mode AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT

Fig. 4: off state-breakdown characteristics of
= 30 nm and
AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT .

2 27

E-mode
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Fig.5: Dependences of

on the gate bias of
= 30 nm and
AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT.

2 27

E-mode

Fig.6: Dependences of

on the gate bias of
= 30 nm and
AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT.

2 27

E-mode
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Fig.5. shows the transconductance variation with the gate bias voltage. The
maximum transconductance of the device is extracted from the plot is 1.68 /
2 . The extracted threshold voltage of the device from the transfer
characteristics Fig.6.
0.4 .
= 30 nm and
The subthreshold and gate leakage current characteristics of
2 27
E
/
/
is shown in Fig.7. The gate leakage
current depends on the band gap of the barrier and channel materials. The higher the band
gap
spacer layer effectively suppressed the gate leakage current in the order of
1 10
/
at
0 . The drain current on/off ratio is observed as 10 at
2 .

Fig.7: Subthreshold and gate leakage current characteristics of
= 30 nm and
mode AlGaN/AlN/GaN HEMT in log-scale plot.

2 27

E-
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Fig.8: Cut-off frequencies Vs gate bias of
= 30 nm and
HEMT for Vds=2V.

2 27

E-mode AlGaN/AlN/GaN

The simulation result of current gain cut-off frequency
) and power gain cut-off
of
30
/
/
is displayed in Fig.8. The
frequency
obtained peak /
is 220/245GHz respectively. The obtained cut-off frequencies are the
best cut-off frequencies of enhancement mode
/
with peak drain
current of 2.1 /
, low gate leakage current and high on-off ratio among any
AlGaN/GaN device structure so far from author’s knowledge. The higher /
is
achieved by a drastic reduction in the contacts resistances and parasitic capacitance of the
device mainly because of heavily doped
source / drain regions has direct
contacts with the channel, combined with ~50
drain and source access region and
passivated device surface. The features of recessed T-gate structure is escalated
transconductance
and the attenuated drain conductance also contributed to achieve
this higher
. The expression for
are written as follows;
/

Current gain Cut-off frequency

(1)
.

/

Power gain cut-off frequency

where the source resistance
.

(2)
.

and drain resistance

.
is the contact resistance and
denotes the channel sheet resistance,
respectively.
is thgate to source distance and
is the gate to drain separation,
respectively. is the width of the gate.
is the gate access resistance and
represents
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is the essential parameter for high
the drain conductance. The gate to drain capacitance
frequency operation of the device. 25
passivated device surface reduces the
overall gate capacitance in our proposed device model. The extracted small signal
parameters transconductance
,drain conductance
,gate-source capacitance
,gate,source resistance
,drain resistance
,subthreshold slope
,
drain capacitance
Sheet resistance
and on resistance
of the 30
recessed T gate
/
/
device with heavily doped source and regions are 1.68 S/mm ,0.17 S/mm, 821
fF/mm, 178 fF/mm, 0.23 ohm-mm, 0.26 ohm-mm, 90 mV/dec, 490ohm/sqr and 0.27 ohmmm, respectively. The comparison of our simulation result with various experimental results
for different gate lengths is shown in Table.1. The 50 nm InAlN/GaN HEMT [7] had shown
the fmax of 231 GHz but the breakdown voltage of the device is less than 10V. In this work,
the higher cut-off frequencies is achieved with 14V off-state breakdown voltage for 30 nm
gate length.
Table 1:

,

,

, , gate leakage current and on/off ratio for various gate length
.

/

References Gate
length
[3], 2015
[4],2013
[5],2015
[6],2006
[7],2005
[10],2015
This work

80 nm
100 nm
0.14
100 nm
160 nm
50 nm
30 nm

70
118
35
198
170
232
245

176
80
63
153
130
141
220

4. Conclusion
characteristics of a novel 30
recessed T-gate
/
/
with
back barrier have been studied by using Synopsys TC
. The
simulation is performed by using physics based drift-diffusion model at room temperature.
The device features are heavily doped
source/drain regions with
passivated
device surface, which helped us to reduce the contact resistances and gate capacitances of
the device to uplift the microwave characteristics of the
.
30
shows a current gain cut-off frequency of 220
and power gain cut-off frequency of
245
. The peak drain current density of 2.1 /
is achieved by offering effective
conduction band offset by using
spacer associated with
back barrier to enhance
the sheet charge carrier density in 2
region 1.6 10
with higher carrier
mobility of 1400
/
). The off-state breakdown voltage of the device is 14V. The
recessed T-gate structure reduced the short channel effects
90
/
by
minimizing the gate to channel separation. The superior
performance of
proposed
device expected to be the most optimistic applicant for future high power
sub-millimetre monolithic microwave integrated circuits applications.
The
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